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Article | 5 April 2021 Asia Morning Bites

ASEAN Morning Bytes
Asian markets to tiptoe higher on light volume with a number of
markets out on holiday.

EM Space: Investor sentiment could remain positive after strong
US jobs report

General Asia:  Asian markets may edge higher on Monday following the strong US jobs
report last Friday although thin volume due to holidays may cap gains.  Investors will
continue to monitor developments related to Biden’s proposed infrastructure plan while also
keeping an eye on vaccination developments across the globe.  Although vaccination rollout
efforts have been efficient in some areas, some parts of Europe have experienced
challenges, leading to renewed lockdowns in France and Italy.  For the week, investors look
forward to the minutes of the recent FOMC meeting as well as China’s inflation report for
further direction.    
Singapore:  March PMI and February retail sales data are due today. Higher manufacturing
PMIs elsewhere in the region leads us to expect the same for Singapore (50.5 in February),
with the Electronics sector PMI continuing to drive the strength. Over 18% YoY plunge in new
vehicles registrations in February bodes ill for retail sales growth, though the low base
effects are likely to swing the year-on-year sales growth to positive territory for the first
time since early 2019. The USD/SGD has moved to a new higher trading range of 1.34-1.35
in March compared to 1.32-1.33 previously. However, the S$-NEER remains close to the mid-
point of the MAS policy band, signalling no policy change in the April statement expected
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sometime early next week.
Thailand: March CPI inflation data is due. The market expectation that inflation swung back
to positive in the last month after a year-long negative streak appears to be a bit optimistic
(ING forecast -0.5% YoY vs. -1.2% in February). We believe persistently weak domestic
demand, absence of tourism and plenty of excess capacity continued to dampen the price
pressure. Without much policy leeway to support growth, the continued weak THB remains
the Bank of Thailand’s best hope in support for export and tourism recovery. The hope is
finally coming true (read more here). 
Philippines:  Covid-19 new infections hit a new record over the weekend, forcing authorities
to extend hard lockdown measures in the capital and surrounding regions in a bid to slow
the spread of the virus.  Metro Manila and its neighbouring provinces will be on the highest
level of mobility restriction for at least 7 days, which will continue to weigh on growth
prospects for the economy in recession.  Other areas experiencing spikes in new cases will
also be on hard lockdown, most notable of which would be the Cagayan region, the source
of important food items, and the region’s shutdown could have implications on inflation in
the near term.    

What to look out for: FOMC minutes, China inflation and
Covid-19 developments

Thailand CPI inflation (5 April)
Singapore retail sales and PMI (5 April)
US ISM services index, factory orders and durable goods orders (5 April)
Philippines CPI inflation (6 April)
China Caixin PMI services (6 April)
US JOLTS job openings (6 April)
Malaysia GIR (7 April)
Taiwan GIR (7 April)
US trade balance (7 April)
FOMC minutes (8 April)
Philippines trade balance (8 April)
Taiwan CPI inflation (8 April)
US initial jobless claims (8 April)
China CPI inflation (9 April)
Malaysia industrial production (9 April)
Thailand GIR (9 April)
Taiwan trade balance (9 April)
US PPI inflation and wholesale inventories (9 April)
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Asia week ahead: Australia and India’s
central banks to meet
Inflation data will dominate central banks thinking in Asia as two
regional central banks meet next week and both are expected to stick
to their current…

Source: Shutterstock

Inflation data to dominate
In next week's Asian calendar, inflation data stands out as four countries – China, Taiwan, the
Philippines and Thailand release figures for March.

The Philippines will take the spotlight for its runaway inflation that has surged past the central
bank’s 2-4% target (ING forecast 4.9%, up from 4.7% in February) and is becoming the main
contender against India’s 5.1% inflation in February to be the highest in Asia. Like India, supply
shocks to food and transport prices are pushing inflation higher, while demand-side price pressures
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remain muted amidst rising Covid-19 cases and renewed lockdowns.

The Philippines will take the spotlight for its runaway inflation
that has surged past the central bank’s 2-4% target

The central banks can unfortunately not do much but raise inflation forecasts. The Bangko Sentral
ng Pilipinas raised its forecast for 2021 to 4.2% from 4.0% but left policy rates unchanged. We
expect the Reserve Bank of India to take the same course at the upcoming meeting next week on 7
April.

There isn’t much inflation in China or Thailand, which will also release their inflation numbers next
week. Taiwan’s March trade figures are likely to take prominence over inflation as the latter
remains under control. Released earlier this week, the Korean trade figures show sustained strong
growth and we expect the same for Taiwan’s exports – both powered by the global semiconductor
cycle that’s going full steam ahead amidst the ongoing chip shortage.

Downunder, the Reserve Bank of Australia will hold its policy meeting on 6 April. Like the Fed, the
Australian central bank is likely to stick to the dovish rhetoric and maintain its current stance until
2024, when it expects inflation to recover to the 2-3% policy target. Although such inflation
expectations appear to be misplaced against the rapid rise in jobs recently. We share the
consensus view that governor Phillip Lowe is going to keep the policy interest rate and yield curve
targets at 0.1% next week.

Asia Economic Calendar

https://think.ing.com/articles/rba-unlikely-to-lend-a-hand-to-aud-reserve-bank-of-australia-central-bank-fx/
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Article | 1 April 2021 Australia | India...

Asia and the reflation trade
A lot has been written about the possible impact of rising US Treasury
yields on equities and other risk assets, but what about bond markets
in Asia? How…

Source: Shutterstock

A woman buys fruits at a supermarket in Manila, the Philippines

ASEAN bond markets hardest hit, but with one exception, not
excessive
The first point to note is that so far, outside Asia-Pacific, the US Treasury yields move has been
received in a fairly orderly fashion. This has not been a one-way move and has still left most risk
assets close to all-time highs. There is no sense, for example, that central banks anywhere need to
step in to protect investors, many of whom are still up massively over the last 15 months or so.
Analysts’ forecasts continue to suggest that regional monetary authorities (with the odd
exception) will ride out the current bond rout and keep policy rates unchanged.

That said, there has been a significant impact on local currency bond yields in the APAC region
which will inevitably exert some downward pressure on recovery prospects as it feeds through into
higher borrowing rates. This has been most notable in ASEAN markets, where 10-year yields have
broadly tracked those of US Treasuries, with a slight tendency for local currency government bond
yields to rise more than respective USTs. This is the case for Malaysia, Indonesia, and Singapore.

But even in developed markets, such as Australia, the same tendency is shown. This does not
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appear to be an emerging market vs developed market story. At least not yet. New Zealand has
seen a smaller increase in its benchmark 10-year government bond yields. But that mainly stems
from new government measures to dampen their booming housing market, reflected in a failed
quantitative easing operation recently which suggests that local bond investors already believe the
sell-off has gone far enough. In contrast, there has been a proportionately much smaller rise in
bond yields in North Asian economies -  Korea, Taiwan, and Japan.

Standing out from all the others, Philippine bonds have been extremely hard-hit, with the 10-year
bond yield charging higher by 147 basis points since the beginning of the year. Both Bangko
Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) and Bank Indonesia (BI) have active bond purchase mechanisms that have
been deployed to limit the increase in yields. But in the case of the Philippines, this does not seem
to have made much difference.  

10Y APAC bond yields since 1 Jan (relative to UST10s)

Source: CEIC, APAC central banks, High charts, ING

APAC bond yields relative to USTs

Wrong place / wrong time for Philippine inflation?
The Philippines continues to suffer one of the longest lockdowns anywhere globally, and was
recently extended as new variants have pushed up daily case numbers, blotting the prospects for
an imminent economic reopening. But Indonesia and Malaysia have also experienced difficulties
with the pandemic in recent months. This is probably not what is causing the Philippine bond
market's problems.

The one indicator that sticks out above all others among ASEAN markets is the Philippines’ above-
target inflation rate. Within the ASEAN group, the Philippines is the only economy facing surging
inflation while also suffering from the worst recession (-9.5% year-on-year  in 2020). Outside the
ASEAN, India too has seen inflation push up again to 5% in February, towards the upper end of its
2-6% target range. But the RBI was the first central bank in the region to tighten policy with its
50bps cash reserve ratio increase in February. Bond markets may be rewarding the RBI for
its proactive approach.  

Supply-side factors together with some slightly higher energy (oil-related) prices are almost
entirely to blame for the inflation surge in the Philippines (an African swine fever outbreak has
pushed up pork and other meat prices). And the most recent reading for Philippine headline
inflation of 4.7%, has resulted in a negative real policy rate of 2.7%. 

In contrast, both Thailand and Malaysia are experiencing disinflation due to weak domestic
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demand while Indonesia’s inflation has slipped below the 2-4% target of Bank Indonesia (BI). 

APAC inflation and policy rates

Source: CEIC, ING

How the future looks
But while the Philippines has bucked the trend in terms of bond markets so far, the outlook might
not be so bleak. Many countries in the region saw inflation dip sharply in 2Q 2020 as the pandemic
struck home. And as a result, will be facing spiking inflation rates in the coming months. Not only
did the Philippines not echo this experience, it saw supply chain interruptions push inflation up at
that time and will benefit from the unwinding of that during 2Q/3Q21. Moreover, the supply shock
from African swine fever will also eventually cease to be a factor and falling pork prices will also
help moderate headline inflation even as other countries see their inflation rates pick up.  

None of which alters the fact that higher bond yields will hit Philippine and more broadly ASEAN
growth prospects harder than those of North Asian economies in 2021. But the Philippines' status
as a bond market outlier may cease to be as stark as we move into the second and third quarters.
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China: Revising our USD/CNY forecast
Exchange rate reform has shown that USD/CNY can be quite volatile,
which is why we are revising our USD/CNY forecasts. In this note, we
discuss the…

Source: Shutterstock

China Fujian Xi Jinping Inspection - 24 Mar 2021

Exchange rate liberalisation is in charge
Since October 2020, China's central bank, PBoC, has liberalised the exchange rate by fading out the
counter-cyclical factor in the daily fixing mechanism. Though the daily fixing exchange rate is still
announced in the morning of every trading day in Mainland China, the transparency of the fixing
has increased. The market has since become used to the USD/CNY fixing following the direction and
momentum of the dollar index, which reflects changes in market information.

In making this change, the PBoC and the market face higher yuan volatility. This risk is not only
taken by the market but by the central bank as well. When there is unexpected news or data that
hints at either much bigger capital inflows or outflows, moves in USD/CNY will be
particularly unpredictable.

If the central bank has a contingent plan for this lack of predictability and/or believes that cross
border capital flows are fairly stable in China, it is unlikely to be too concerned about this risk.

For now, the latter is true. The capital account in China is still not fully open although it has opened
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a lot within the past few years. One example is to allow foreigners to invest in China’s bond market,
which indeed attracts capital outflows, and these are fairly stable investments.

USD/CNY is increasingly correlated with the dollar index

Source: CEIC, ING

Interest rate reform is coming
What we are looking for in 2021 is interest rate reform. Though banks have now adopted the Loan
Prime Rate as the benchmark interest rate for longer-term loans, the market is not yet sensitive
enough to reflect all of the risk, including credit, interest and liquidity, in the interest rates that
link to the benchmark interest rate. Short-term loans face a similar situation.

We, therefore, expect the PBoC to guide banks further in quoting interest rates to clients. These
clients not only include big corporate clients but also small retail borrowers. In fact, regulators are
clamping down on online platforms similar to “peer-helping” lending platforms that target small
retail borrowers. We believe that regulators will put more emphasis on both the legality of lending
and the sensitivity of interest rates to the risks incurred in such lending.

The main domestic factor which could affect the yuan
The government has deepened deleveraging reform in the real estate sector. This is, in fact, good
news because those 'too big to fail' real estate developers are now being closely monitored by the
central government for how they use their borrowings under the category of "working capital".
Real estate developers should no longer be able to use the loophole of "working capital" to bid for
land. This will speed up the deleveraging process. 

To be sure, there is a risk of deleveraging too fast, which could squeeze some weak developers into
bond and loan defaults. But the number of such cases should be small, and they shouldn't be the
biggest developers.

This domestic factor could affect USD/CNY if there is bad news from the sector.

Revising USD/CNY forecast
As USD/CNY is now increasingly reactive to the dollar index, and Covid is yet to be under
control in the US and Europe, we are revising our forecast of USD/CNY to 6.30 from 6.20 by
the end of 2021. We may further revise the forecast if the dollar strengthens.
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